
Mixing Chamber Metabolic Cart Systems 

AEI Technologies Metabolic Cart Systems utilize an active [air circulating fan] Mixing Chamber in sampling 

expiratory air. The advantages of the Mixing Chamber when compared with Breath-by-Breath sampling is 

overwhelming in both research and clinical applications. While in theory Breath-by-Breath sampling seems 

advantageous in practice Breath-by-Breath sampling cannot be implemented without significant disadvantages. 

Mixing Chamber advantages 

 Every breath is recorded  

 O2 and CO2 data is accurately synchronized to each breath 

 Very consistent data from one breath to the next 

 VO2 and VCO2 calculations utilize simple textbook formulas 

 Accurate VO2 and VCO2 data as validated by Douglas Bags and ‘First Principles’ Simulators 

 AEI Technologies unique active mixing chamber utilizing a fan to circulate air in the mixing chamber 

improves the gas mixing and response time of breath to breath changes 

 

Mixing Chamber disadvantages 

 A thicker sampling hose 

 etO2 and etCO2 measurements are possible with additional analyzers 

 

Breath-by-Breath advantages 

 

 Direct measurement of etO2 and etCO2 

 Smaller diameter sampling hose 

 

Breath-by-Breath disadvantages 

 

 Large variability of data from one breath to the next 

 Data for every breath is recorded but may be modified by averaging algorithms thus negating the breath-

by-breath concept 

 VO2 and VCO2 calculations utilize complex averaging algorithms and timing corrections thus making 

validation difficult when comparing with textbook formulas 

 Less consistent data when compared to Mixing Chamber systems 
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